Celebrating the Contribution of
Public Transit to the Growth
and Evolution of Canadian
Communities Since Confederation
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Canada’s 150th anniversary of Confederation in 2017 was
a pivotal milestone that allowed Canadians to connect with
their past, honour exceptional achievements, and build a
legacy for tomorrow.
Public transit in various forms has been an enabler in community development for Canadians
since 1752, when the Halifax-Dartmouth ferry became the first scheduled public transit service
in the country. The advent of horse-drawn omnibus services, followed by horse-drawn tramways
in the mid-19th Century, then electric tramways and later motor buses, rail rapid transit and
integrated transit networks, are foundational in societal mobility across Canada.
Chronicling this history and sharing it with Canadians at a local and national scale was the
goal of the Canadian Transit Heritage Foundation’s Canada 150 campaign, conducted in
collaboration with the Canadian Urban Transit Association (CUTA).
Public transit is inherently one of the most visible and publicly accessible forms of mobility
and social engagement. It is a social enabler, connecting people to employment, education,
recreation, health care and personal opportunity. Canada’s public transit systems carry over 2
billion trips annually.
Canadian cities and communities have evolved and grown with a backbone of transportation
systems, and the evolution of public transit has been critical in that history.
CUTA has established a Hall of Fame, consisting of some 60 individuals – including transit
system personnel, policy makers, elected or appointed officials and private citizens – who have
made a sustained contribution to the Canadian transit industry.
The Canadian Transit Heritage Foundation is the only national organization supporting and
celebrating Canada’s transit heritage. It is a non-profit charitable corporation with work carried
out through the efforts of volunteers who are committed to preserving, recording and sharing
Canada’s public transit heritage. With a mission “to be the voice and resource for Canada’s
transit heritage by preserving and promoting transit history, the CTHF is dedicated to fostering
partnerships, delivering value and inspiring innovation.”
The Canadian Urban Transit Association is the collective and influential voice of public
transportation in Canada, dedicated to being at the centre of urban mobility issues with all orders
of government, and delivering the highest value to its members and the communities they serve.
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Federal Minster Amarjeet
Sohi and Translink CEO
Kevin Desmond enjoy
a bit of nostalgia in the
driver’s seat of the 1947
Fageol Twin Coach.
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CUTA staff and CTHF
President Chris Prentice
pose next to 1947 BC
Hydro Fageol Twin
Coach model 41-S.

The initial launch of the Canada 150 campaign
took place at the CUTA 2016 Canadian Transit
Show in Vancouver, just weeks before the
beginning of the sesquicentennial year. The
event included a display of historic buses,
graciously provided by the Transit Museum
Society of Vancouver. The event was attended
by over 1000 visitors, including federal
minister of infrastructure and communities, the
honourable Amarjeet Sohi.
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The second launch of the campaign took place at the 2017 Ontario
Transportation Expo, held in April in Toronto. The Expo was a joint event
organized by the Ontario Motor Coach Associa-tion (OMCA), the Ontario
Public Transit Association (OPTA) and the Ontario School Bus Association (OSBA).
It was conceived as a unique opportunity for employees of companies
that operate buses and for manufacturers/suppliers and others related to
these industries to get together and explore better ways of serving their
transportation customers in the future.

Historic buses on display included:
A 1948 vintage flxible highway coach Clipper model
33-BR, courtesy of Hammond Transportation of
Bracebridge Ontario. Hammond had purchased a
similar coach in the late 1940s to commence intercity
and charter service in the Muskoka area of Ontario.
The Hammond family purchased a similar second-hand
coach in the mid-1990s which has been completely
renovated to represent the family’s first motor coach
and the type of motor coach that was once common on
Ontario’s highways.

A 1967 Calgary Transit General Motors model TDH5303 bus that served for a further 20 years as part of the
Pacific Western charter fleet for the Spruce Meadows
equestrian facility.
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The official launch of the Canada 150 campaign
took place at the UITP Global Public Transport
Summit in Montreal in May 2017, an event that
offered a tantalising glimpse at the future of
public transport that is rapidly evolving.
The Canada 150 exhibit provided a unique historical
persepctive as part of the CUTA Canadian Pavilion. The
summit welcomed 2,500 participants from 84 countries
around the world and the exhibiton attracted 13,000 visitors
over three days.
Parallel to the summit, a display on the history of public
transit in Montreal was provided by local agencies STM and
AMT, highlighting the role of streetcars, buses, subways and
commuter rail over the years.
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GO Transit
50th Anniversary
May 2017
The Canada 150 campaign was present at the 50th
Anniversary celebrations for GO Transit, held in
downtown Toronto. GO Transit began as a single
commuter rail line in 1967 and - now part of regional
transportation agency Metrolinx - has grown its
ridership from 2.5 million passengers in its first year of
operation to 70 million riders in 2017. An original singlelevel rail car was fully restored for the occasion and
is now on permanent display as part of the Toronto
Railway Museum at Roundhouse Park.
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+

FUN FACTS

Canada’s first scheduled
public transit service, the
Halifax-Dartmouth ferry,
began in 1752, over 100
years before Confederation.
Toronto was the first
Canadian city with scheduled
horse-drawn omnibus service
in 1849.
In 1908, the Edmonton
Radial Railway became North
America’s northernmost
streetcar system.
The first urban electric
streetcar service in Canada
was inaugurated in Windsor
Ontario in 1886.
Vancouver is the only
Canadian city still operating
a fleet of quiet and emissionfree electric trolley buses.
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A series of six historical posters was designed
with the gracious support of the IBI Group, and
these were used in direct or modified form, by
transit systems across the country.

+

FUN FACTS

Charlottetown, Prince Edward
Island was the last provincial
capital to get a municipal
transit system, with service
commencing 12 years ago in
2005.
The first modern light rail
line in North America was
opened 40 years ago in
Edmonton in 1978.
Canada’s first subway
opened in Toronto in 1954.
The second, the Montreal
Métro, opened in 1966 in
time for Canada’s centennial
year.
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+

FUN FACTS

Canada’s only international
public transit was once
found in Niagara Falls & now
continues with the WindsorDetroit tunnel bus.
Canadian transit bus
manufacturers New Flyer and
Novabus dominate the North
American market, with over
70% market share.
Six Canadian cities operate
rail rapid transit systems:
Toronto, Montreal, Vancouver,
Calgary, Edmonton and
Ottawa.
Canadian public transit
systems carry over 2 billion
passenger trips every year.
That represents a 30%
increase in 15 years.
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In 2018, Fort Saskatchewan Transit, near Edmonton Alberta, rolled out a series of commemorative bus passes
celebrating transit in communities across Canada.

ROAM Transit, Banff, Alberta

Yellowknife Transit, NWT

Winnipeg Transitway, Manitoba

Toronto streetcar, Ontario

STM electric bus, Montreal, Quebec

Regina Transit, Saskatchewan

Halifax Transit, Nova Scotia

BC Transit, Victoria

C-Train LRT, Calgary, Alberta

T3 Transit, Charlottetown, PEI

TransLink Skytrain, Vancouver, BC

Whitehorse Transit, Yukon
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+
Strathcona County Transit, east of Edmonton, Alberta, wrapped an entire bus
in a collage of images from the Canada 150 Campaign. This bus operated
around the community as well as on commuter service to downtown
Edmonton and the University of Alberta, for much of the year.

FUN FACTS

Transit systems in New
Brunswick, Nova Scotia,
Prince Edward Island and
British Columbia modified
their fleets to right-hand rule
of the road in the 1920s,
Newfoundland following in
1947.
Privately owned transit in
Canada was the norm until
the late Edwardian era when
municipal operation began to
flourish, first in Alberta and
Saskatchewan.
The 5-cent fare on Toronto’s
streetcars remained in effect
for sixty years until 1921.
BC Transit was the first
Canadian transit system to
introduce low floor buses,
hybrid electric buses and
hydrogen fuel cell buses.
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+

FUN FACTS

Canada’s capital region is the only
urban area served reciprocally by
two transit systems from different
provinces.
Before the massive use of road
salt in winter, streetcar systems
employed snow sweepers and track
plows to clear the rails.
Transit advertising dates to the
1860s, with a standard format
above the windows of Victorian era
horsecars to modern subways.
Brampton Transit in 1989 was the
first Canadian system to operate a
modern double deck bus in urban
transit service.
Today, they are operated by BC
Transit, St. Albert Transit in Alberta,
GO Transit in the Greater Toronto
Area and OC Transpo in Ottawa.
Before the advent of GPS, streetcars
were monitored by recorders placed
on the trolley wire and inspectors
using radios.
Calgary’s C-Train became the
world’s first wind-powered light rail
transit system in 2001.
Sunday streetcar service in Toronto
did not begin until 1897.
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The Hamilton Street Railway developed a fully
customized series of posters featuring local
vehicles that were used on transit shelters
throughout the city.

+

FUN FACTS

Ottawa’s Transitway is the
first Bus Rapid Transit system
in the world to be converted
to light rail, to be completed
in 2018.
Until 1983, Toronto streetcar
operators did not need a
driver’s licence as streetcars
were not regarded as “motor
vehicles.”
In Victorian times smoking
was banned in parts of
Canada’s transit vehicles, not
for health reasons but due to
the fire hazard.
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The Canada 150 campaign concluded at the
November 2017 CUTA “Route to Innovation” forum
in York Region, north of Toronto.
The event included the display of former Hamilton Street Railway General Motors
model TDH-4512 bus, built in 1957, courtesy of the Ontario Electric Railway
Historical Association (OERHA). After its service in Hamilton, this bus operated
for Brampton Transit and was partially refurbished and transported to the show
courtesy of Mississauga Bus, Coach & Truck.

The historic bus from 1957 shared space with
the latest products from Novabus, New Flyer and
Grande West at the ultramodern York Region
Transit garage. Posters were displayed in the
conference hotel and were admired by delegates
in between sessions and presentations.
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